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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Concept Development

CFU

Which question will have an answer about a character? Explain.
A Who was playing  outside?
B  Where were the children?

Which question will have an answer about time? Explain.
A When did school end?
B  Where were the children?

Which question will have an answer about a place? Explain.
A When did recess start?
B  Where were the children?

Questions and answers are connected.
 Who questions have answers about a character.
 When questions have answers about time.
 Where questions have answers about a place.
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Skill Development/ Guided Practice

Adapted from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
1That night, the group camped under a large tree. 2Tin Woodman 

chopped wood. 3Dorothy made a fire. 4Lion went into the forest to find 
food. 5Scarecrow covered Dorothy with leaves as she went to sleep. 6They 
kept her snug and she slept deeply. 7In the morning, they left for the 
Emerald City.

1 Who built a fire?   2 Who put leaves on Dorothy?

Sentence # ____ Sentence # ____

A  Scarecrow 
B  Lion 
C Dorothy 

A  Lion 
B  Scarecrow 
C Tin Woodman 

3 When did the group travel to the 
Emerald City?

Sentence # ____

A  at night
B  in the morning 
C under a big tree

1 Read the question.
2 Identify words that tell what to look for. (underline) 
3 Read the story. 
4 Determine the correct answer. (write the sentence # and box it)
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Skill Development/ Guided Practice

Adapted from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
1That night, the group camped under a large tree. 2Tin Woodman 

chopped wood. 3Dorothy made a fire. 4Lion went into the forest to find 
food. 5Scarecrow covered Dorothy with leaves as she went to sleep. 6They 
kept her snug and she slept deeply. 7In the morning, they left for the 
Emerald City.

4 When did the group camp? 5 Where did Lion go to find food?

Sentence # ____ Sentence # ____

A  at night
B  under a big tree
C in the morning

A  under a big tree
B  at night
C in the forest

6 Where did the group camp?

Sentence # ____

A  under a big tree
B  in the Emerald City
C until morning

1 Read the question.
2 Identify words that tell what to look for. (underline) 
3 Read the story. 
4 Determine the correct answer. (write the sentence # and box it)
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Closure

Adapted from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
1Dorothy stopped when she found a cornfield. 2In the 

cornfield, she saw a Scarecrow. 3Dorothy was surprised to see  the 
Scarecrow wink at her. 4She walked up to get a closer look. 5Toto barked at 
the Scarecrow. 6"Good day," said Scarecrow.  7Dorothy was puzzled. 8She 
had never heard a stuffed  man speak.

Reread the passage. Write a who where question.
Answer the question that you wrote.

1 Who winked at Dorothy? 2 Where did Dorothy see the 
Scarecrow?

Sentence # ____ Sentence # ____

A Toto
B Cornfield
C Scarecrow

A cornfield
B stuffed man
C closer look

Summary Closure
What did you learn today about answering who, when, 
and where questions?

1 Read the question.
2 Identify words that tell what to look for. (underline) 
3 Read the story. 
4 Determine the correct answer. (write the sentence # and box it)

Skill Closure

Concept Closure

Word Bank
questions
answers

who
when
where
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Independent Practice

1 Who trained to be a soldier? 2 Where did Mulan live?

Sentence # ______ Sentence # ______

A  Mulan’s father 
B  Mulan
C All women

A  long ago
B  in the war
C China

Adapted from The Ballad of Mulan
1A girl named Mulan lived long ago in China. 2During this time, China 

was at war. 3All men had to fight in the war. 4Even Mulan’s old father had 
to fight. 5Mulan wanted to take his place, but women were not allowed. 
6So, Mulan dressed like a man and trained to be a soldier. 7Then, Mulan 
bravely went off to war.

Reread the passage. Write a who question.

Answer the question that you wrote.

1 Read the question.
2 Identify words that tell what to look for. (underline) 
3 Read the story. 
4 Determine the correct answer. (write the sentence # and box it)
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Periodic Review 1

Listen to the story.
Determine which questions can be answered.

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

1 Where were Larry and James going? 

2 Who is Larry?

3 When did James and Larry see the monster?

4 Where did James hide after seeing the monster? 

Noemi and Christian answered the question “Who was made fun of by the 
other animals?” about the story.

Which answer do you agree with? Explain.
Naemi’s Answer: Other animals made fun of the swans.
Christian’s Answer:  Other animals made fun of the ugly duckling.

Adapted from 
The Ugly Duckling

1One spring, a mother duck’s eggs hatched. 2One of the ducklings 
looked different. 3Other animals made fun of him.   4The ugly duckling was 
sad. 5One day, he saw a group of beautiful swans in a pond. 6He went into 
the water to look closer. 7When he looked at his reflection, he saw he was 
beautiful. 8The ugly duckling turned out to be a swan!
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Periodic Review 2

Read the text. Answer the questions.

My Father’s Cat
1One rainy day when my father was a boy, he met a cat in an alley. 

2The cat was wet.  3My father asked it to come home with him.  4My father 
and the cat became good friends, but his mother was allergic to cats. 
5They made her sick. 6This made my father unhappy. 7The next day, my 
father gave the cat to a little girl next door. 

Match the question to the correct answer.

1 When did my father give the cat away? 

2 Who was allergic to cats? 

3 Where did the father find the cat?              

Sentence #

Sentence #
Sentence #

1 When did my father meet the cat? 2 Who was sad?

A  as a boy
B  in an alley 
C at home

A  his mother
B  his cat 
C my father
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We will answer who, when, and where questions. Periodic Review 3

Write a who question. 

Answer the question that you wrote.

Write a when question. 

Answer the question that you wrote.

Write a where question. 

Answer the question that you wrote.

Write a who, when, and where questions about the passage. 
Answer the questions.

Adapted from Aesop
The Snake and the Eagle

1One morning, an Eagle flew down to the ground and caught a Snake 
so he could eat it. 2But the Snake was too quick for him and wrapped 
around the Eagle. 3They fought. 4A man saw what happened and helped 
the eagle get free. 5This made the snake angry.  6So on the next day, the 
Snake spit some poison into the man's cup. 7The man was about to take a 
drink when the Eagle knocked the cup over. 8The eagle saved the man.
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